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HIM WOULD WIDEN COURT SQUARE
No. 14

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, October 3, 1940
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Next Week
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Senior Boys and Girls To Work
In Offices, Stores and Plants of
Princeton for Practical Experience

Page Two

WHOSE CANDIDATE IS
WENDELL WILLKIE?

The Princeton

Republican Presidential Nominee Willkie's chief claim to be elected is that he can

LEADER
?DRUBBED EVERY THURSDAY AFTERNOON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
Entered as second class matter at Princeton.
Ky., under the Act of Congress of
March 3, 1879
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
to
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
dispatches credited to it, or not otherwise credited to this paper and also the local news published
herein.
ADVERTISING RATIO
Card of Thanks $1.00
Reading Notices 2c a word, minimum charge 50c
Obituaries and Resolutions of Respect, 2c a word
Foreign advertising rate, 40c; Local advertising
rates furnished on request
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
kesident a Caldwell County, $1.00 a year. Outside of County, $1.50 a year.

DEMOCRATIC TICKET:
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Henry A. Wallace

For President .
For Vice-President

Albert B. Chandler
Noble J. Gregory

For U. S. Senator
For Congressman-

Republican campaign leaders said everyWillthing would be different after Wendell
showed
poll
kie took the stump. The Gallup
the
that after one week of his speeches,
electoral vote switched to 453 votes for
it
RoosevAt and 78 for Willkie. At this rate,
will
Mr. Willkie keeps on speaking, the result
be unanimous.
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SELECTIVE SERVICE
will

register

of
Caldwell county's men between the ages
21 and 35 years for selective service in the
Nation's armed forces Wednesday, October
16, at the usual voting precincts, or at other
suitable places designated by the county
court clerk; but few will depart for active
service from this county when the first
-draftees go to camp about the middle of
November.
On street corners, in drug stores, on
trains, buses and whereever men congregate,
there is talk about the draft, but little excitement and virtually no complaint, so far as
this observer has been able to hear. Of
course, there is the usual regret that military
duties may interrupt pursuits of men's
choice, interfere
is

with

college

extremely

educations

unlikely),

will

separate men from loved ones for a year.
But on the whole, the selective service
program, insofar as it is understood by the
mass of Americans, is approved; and we are
able to distinguish little real objection on
the part of the public or those most affected,
DU
I
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to the plan, which basically is intended to fit
our eligible defenders to do a better job of
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of New York, they are inclined to the opinion
that Roosevelt with his known faults is better than Willkie with his Unknown virtues.
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One of the chief drawbacks to Willkie's
claim upon the American people for their
support is his inability to control even the
affairs of his own party. He has not yet demonstrated that he speaks for the Republican Party—that he controls the State and

stfartrheide
.
wfiili lmbe
flew
nos silent

National leaders of that party. He makes
slang speeches, expresses his views on vari-

What's
the title?
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edhead made
film

ous questions and issues, and sometimes goes
out on a limb by himself. Then he suddenly
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As one who trained himself and helped
to train others in the World War, the tragedy of sending men into battle with far too
little preparation in the arts of war was more
damaging to morale than were the losses in
conflict. From close up, the picture is infinitely more easy to contemplate today than when
the United States was forced to rush its conscript army through training and overseas
in that other effort to keep safe the democratic form of government.
And we are heartily glad that, in this
emergency, there is such general recognition

of the primary principle of success at arms:
That preparedness insures victory, when it
fails to prevent war.
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first, last and all the time. They wonder if a
Willkie victory would constitute a Republican victory, or would mean Utility control of
the National government, a result which tens
of thousands of Republicans themselves
As time passes it becomes more apparent that the man the Republicans nominated
for President at their national convention in
Philadelphia was not, and is not now, a man
of the people.
On the contrary, it appears the Utility
interests of Philadelphia executed a cunningly devised coup whereby they took over the
Republican Party for a very definite purpose.
It does not seem likely they will be able
to carry .their plans to victory and attain
in November.
•
BEWARE OF WENCHES
A witness testifies that Mrs. Zona
Brown, a twenty-seven-year-old blonde, ran
after Omer Franklin till he fell. She then
pounded him in the back, with her fists, the
witness thought, till he saw Franklin rise a
little and groan.
"I ran across the street and knocked the
knife from her hand," the witness said.
The twenty-seven-year-old (and pretty)
blonde swore that Franklin ran after her
after she cut him; that she was so excited
she didn't know what she was doing; that
she was waving the knife in front of her,
when she cut him; that she ran for home—
"I heard something fall, looked around
and it was Omer."
The prosecutor said give her the chair
or, if the verdict was to be a silly verdict,
acquit her and say any blonde has a right to
kill a man.
The jury gave her two years, for voluntary manslaughter.
A little wench, like a little knowledge, is
a dangerous thing.
(Louisville Times)

fighting, if the time comes when this is required of them.
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So far, however, the people generally
have been little impressed by Candidate Willkie's claim. Like the fiery Mayor LaGuardia

complete mastery over the people at the polls

WINS APPROVAL
Regular election officers
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dorsing much of,the New Deal program, but
stated that program could be much better
managed by himself and his Republican co-

Willkie is really their candidate. Some strongly incline to the suspcion that he is not, and
covertly whisper among themselves that
Winkle is for Willkie and his Utility cohorts

Member West Kentucky Press Association
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erment and not a little mis-apprehension.
Even many Republicans are asking whether

Member National Editorial Association
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do better the things that President Roosevelt
Is doing. He commenced his campaign by en-

Naturally all this results in grave wond-
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"Destry Rides Again"

his Utility companions shanghaied at Philadelphia—are crosswise with him.

MEMBER

STE

Thursday,

realizes that State and National leaders of
his lately adopted party—the party he and

TELEPHONE NO. 50
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Looking Backward
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY
From our October 3, 1930, Files
Rumsey Taylor was appointed Assistant State
Manager for the Investor's Syndicate, in charge
of the development cf Kentucky territory south
of Louisville and N.est of Bowling Green, last
week.
•
With the oil, gas, and fluorspar development
boom in the county, conditions are beginning
to pick up in a favorable way, according to various reports received from the county this week.
•
Mr. W. A. McOough is the new cashier of the
Farmers National Bank here.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS

By G.

M. P.

Old fashioned fellers who have always been Democrats and have, despite mighty good evidence to the
contrary, time and again, clung to the
belief that the Courier-Journal also is
Democratic, ought to know now this is
a delusion . . that is. they should if

Of course there still are many persons who never drove an automobile;
and many more who never operated
a large truck . . . These have no ccnception of how difficult it is for a
mctor car operator to see, and hence
avoid, an unlighted, slow-moving ve-

they read Thursday morning's (September 28) leading editorial in the
C-J.

hicle on a highway which curves and
sends, dips and deviates in its course.

•

And, regardless cf how well traffic
is regulated on highways, there is al-

True, the big paper came out for
Roosevelt; but only after the campaign was more than half over; and
then because it liked FDR's method
of handling the war threat better than
what it believes it can expect from Mr.
Winkle . . And took plenty of pains
to make this plain.

•

ways present the human frailty factor
Many careless youngsters driving
cars at night, numerous individuals
who must wear eyeglasses and are thus
doubly affected by glare of approaching headlights, drunk drivers, speeders
and.just plain fools.

•
For Republicans (mostly):
Wendell Willkie was recently quoted
as saying "I can learn more about a
city from the advertising columns of
it's newspapers than from it's Chamber of Commerce." Willkie says he always buys a local newspaper when he
goes to a new city or town, and reads it
thoroughly, eVen down to the tiniest
want ad ..
•
The Cynthiana Democrat reports a
citizen Just returned from North
Carolina says that state's slogan is:
"We lose with Roosevelt,
Why wilt with Winkle?"
•
One of biggest handicaps the Leader suffers from currently is trying to
persuade printers and advertisers it is
Just as long from Wednesday night
to Wednesday night as it used to be
frcm Thursday night to Thursday
night ... Only difference is, copy must
come in earlier.
•
In this connectisn, "The Editor's
Headache", from Rays of Sunshine, is
pertinent:
"Twas the night before deadline,
and way through my head, I hunted
in vain :ot bits I had read. Not a
thought way stirring—not even a mite,
my brain was off duty, quite cold for
the night. Onward, turn onward, 0
Time in thy flight, and make deadline
tomorrow, two weeks from tonight."
•
Persons hereabouts who persist in
driving at night on our modern highways in buggies and wagons WITHOUT LIGHTS got another tragic lesson in the price of such folly last
'week, in the accidental death of Mrs.
George Payne.

•
Highways at night. even in less
densely populated areas, such as this,
are becoming constantly more dangerous . . . For anybody to venture upon
them, even walking, without lights
which provide at least some protection, is foolhardy, will result in
more distressing accidents like that
which shocked this good community
last week.

•
Some ideas of how well Princeton's
1940 gridiron warriors fought at Cadiz
was obtained when the Trigg High
boys whalloped Elkton 41 to 0 last
Friday night .. . Opening home game,
Friday night with Dawson Springs,
should thaw a big crowd cf loyal supporters.
•
Always thsught my good friend
Bocty Mays a pretty smart feller . . .
But coming home from a nice place
like the Hopkinsville hospital, after
an appendectomy, in eight days is not
my idea of taking advantage of a
wonderful opportunity to rest . . .
Sicerely glad, at that, Bocty was in
such good shape as is indicated by
rapid recuperation.
•
By keeping Jimmy out of the office
a full week, Pennyriler and helpers
were able to move out a lot of ancient
printing accessories, not needed and
taking up valuable space . . . Printers
are one in their habit of never discarding wiything they ever have used;
which, over a period of years, makes
any country newspaper office look like
Old Curiosity Shop . . . More adapted
to orderly operation new is the Leader
plant (I hope).

"Washington
Daybook
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By Jac,: Jtaii.ett
WASHINGTON — Answering
mail orders:
L. D. N., Portland, Me.—I don't
to make any enemies up there,
to be honest I think opinion here
about 50-50 on that "As Maine
business.
As nearly as I can get it,
whole thing started back in Lincoln
time and, because it held true for
while, became something of a po:i
adage. However, political wise
here say that Maine is not even
cal and that if you want to get
true pulse of voting trends, you sly
go out to--well, say some county

tang Service.
e War Depar
authorized tha
year enlistme
nal preparedn
en enlisting f
ground units
-school educa
'valent, or else
's rating in a
ese are excep

Iowa or Nebraska. Louis 'Bean,
Department of Agriculture statistic
xi;
who is, up to now, one of the
a.
parts,
these
in
election guessers
subscribes to this theory.
•
K. D., Poplarville, Miss.--I have
column coming up shortly on the
fense program, but I'll give YOU
iefllead on it now. I think the more
broken o
being
are
s
ous bottleneck
The situation is changing so rola
that this might not hold true
tomorrow. What some of the
overlooked
mentators seem to have
country,.,
that although we, in this
we
as
fast
as
orders
not getting
shod
England is getting deliveries
industrial
fast as our present
can come across. Those who su
to the theory that our first lineal
think tkll
fense is in the British 'sirs
is perfect.
estimate
I have one semi-authentic
milt
have
that the Britishers
,upples 011
than $2,000,000,000
f )Iks sho
order in this counfry
if
think this is rig.lv
England should be
we could take over
•
A CHLD'S PRAYER, 1940
Now I lay me down to sleep.
souls to keep
I Prey Thee, Lord, the
Of other children far away
to staY
Who have no homes in which
bread,
daily
Nor know where is their
head;
their
lay
Or where at night to
land
But wander through a, broken
hand.
their
Take
Alone and helpless.
praY.
,
Dear Father, Mother, God I
claY,
and
night
Keep them safe by
when 016
And give them courage
wake.
This I ask for Jesus' sake.
them.
Who was a little Child like
Amen.
tonight.
God bless us all
Adair.
Sallie W.

Be sure to
bulbs big
light for
study or

Experiment Station Prominent Jurist
Compiles Figures on Heads Democratic
Ky. Agriculture
State Campaign
--Farmers, business men, teach-
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Philippines In War
As Japan's Sun Rises

Among The
County Agents
Dan Kenner, Todd county Negro farmer, recently added III
acres to his farm, making a total t. f 300 acres in production.
'Garrard county rimers have
laid in ,supplies to cure tobacc:s
by artificial heat.
Mrs. Corb Lashley of Eamonson pounty planted a 70-foot
row of beans that fed her family every day for more than a
month.
Caldwell county 4-Hers took
54 hogs to the Tri-State sale at
Evansville, Ind., selling them
for $7.35 to $7.60 per cwt.
Twenty-five miles of electric
lines are being constructed in
Rockca,stle county.
Several Trimble county farmers spent a day in Indiana studying cooperative sale of creamery
products.
In Grant county, an unprecedented amount of rye grass is
being seeded as cover crop.
Fifty-nine farm men and women made entries in gardening
at the Kenton county fair.
Seventy-eight miles of rural
electric lines will be built at
once in Whitley county.
Carlisle county farmers have
used 3,000 tons of limestone and
200 tons of superphosphate during the last eight months.
Ballard county's Burley crop,
almost entirely housed during
August, is reported to be one ot
the beat ever grown in that
county.
Many Grayson county farmers
attended a beef cattle tour, paying special attention to 4-H
Calves.

ers, c unty agents, students and
ci 200 490 29C
seLls
other persons intertsted in agriNAVAL SASES
culture now have available, in a
AIR SASES le
bul:etin issued by the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Lexington, complete figures on
prices and production in Kentucky for *he 30 years of 1910
through 1939.
In the first part of the bulletin, prices are listed in tables,
Age is
where they. can readily be found,
everyfor crops and livestock month
in 1101CHuNGK I NG
w 0 o d.
by month throughout the iast 30
h is oldyeare; and the second part of
CAN10
- Land a
the bulletin gives figures on
ell, the
our gal.
acreages, protitiction, prices and
Deanna
total farm values.
rbin, the
For instance, Kentucky fruit
singer?
Judge W. B. Ardery
growers in January, 1910, reTyrone
ceived
Judge William BreckCircuit
$1.11
a bushel for apples:
Power
in Auguat of the same year,
be starred
60 inridge Ardery of Paris is enernew ver
cents; while in February and
getically directing the State Deof a (aMarch, 1920, apples so'ci for
silent
s
$3.30
a
bushel. Similar figures mocratic campaign from his ofof the
are given for all other crops and fices on the 10th floor in the
W haa l's
e title?
for livestock, month by month. Kentucky Hotel. His designation
at famous
Should a. potato grower want as Democratic State Chairman
ead made
to review production and prices
film (ICthe
he will find a tahie with an by the State Executive Commit• al film?
iusS
figures. In 1910, for instance, tee has met with popular supate
Would
Kentucky grew 57,000 acres of port throughout the State.
tico
N
,.
/
.i._,
gr
A
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44.a
v
ER
A
LANDS....
/yo'
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• F. Hugh
potatoes for cotnmereial sale,
Judge Ardery is well known to
Rogg'it,
rber I'S
the average yield was 91 bushels the Democracy of Kentucky, he
AU'TRALIA
nds conFA
to the acre, the total production and his charming wife having,
r him daft
sudden5,187,000 bushels, the average for years, been prominently
•
years of war with China (the iriniversary was In July)
cried
price 59 cents a bushel, and the identi led with campaigns waged Japan has overrun all of China's coast. After France surrendered
•-woo"?
estimated farm value, $3,060.- in the interest of this party. He to Hitler, Japan won a diplomatic victory vrnen Indo-China agreed
How's
000. Statistics are given on pro- Is fully aware of the responsi- to ship no more supplies to China proper. But Britain closed the
your jar.
ductien and prices of all farm bility placed upon him and will Burma mad, China's last lifeline. Japanese soldiers moved near
today? Can you identify the set workers known as: (a) The
products year by year.
boy? (b) The gaffer? (c) The juicer? (d) The genius?
leave no stone unturned to as- British Hongkong; English women and children moved away. And
Figures on tobacco are given sure a great Democratic victory the fate of the Dutch East Indies is In the balance. Whatever
nt 20 points for each question correctly answered. A
for the last 20 years.
happens, America's furthest outpost, the Philippines, is right in
this year.
of60is good,80is excellen I.and 90or above is colossal.
The buleltin thus presents in
He was born August 11, 1888, the center of the Orient's gathering sto7rn clouds.
handy form complete informa- In Bourbon county, son of WilThe United States has one
tion on farm production and liam
Porter Ardery and Mary 1935. He succeeded Judge Ford as ery, Jr., 28, has been connected telephone for every seven pernrices for the last generation. Adair
Ardery. His family has re- Circuit judge which embraces with the Associated Press since sons; Italy has one for every 77.
The authors are A. J. Brown
tunities, it is said, because and Dana G. Card of the De- sided in Bourbon county more jurisdiction over the fiscal a-- 1932, and was in charge of the
Nu' Jersey votern
legalized
while no definite promise is. partment of Markets and Rural than 100 years. Judge Ardery re- fairs or litigation of the Com- Senate staff at Washington. He iriri-mutuel horse race betting
his
early
ceived
education
in
made-by the Army authorities, Finance of the Experiment StaParis and graduated from Centre monwealth. After filing Judge was recently assigned to cover machines June 20, 1939.
a number of the men enlisting tion.
Ccllege in 1909. He entered the Ford's unexpired term, he was the Winkle campaign and is now
• are 1.34 more jobs open
may be given special training as
practice of law at Paris in 1910 elected for Use regular term on tour with the Willkie party.
U. S. Army Air Corps,
motor and aviation mechanics. Make Water System
and for two years, edited the without opposition.
Weston Breckenridge, 26, is a
g to W. H. Cureton,
Paris Democrat. In 1924, he en- In 1929, Judge Ardery manag- certified
Men enlisting now will be sent By Damming Spring
accountant.
public
F. A. of the Army Retered
Legislature
the
State
and
to Patterson Field, Dayton, O.,
ed the State-wide campaign for Philip Pendelton, 24, practiced
Service.
was
returned
continuously
0. K. 20 Is especially
until legislative officers.
Chanute Field, Rantoul, Ill., dr
W. H. Jones, a farmer in
law until recently when he en- Pormula
prepared for the treatment of gum
War Department yester- Jefferson Barracks near St. Adair county, Kentucky, made 1930.
April 16, 1910, he was married tered the aviation training corps troubles.
)31..1
ng,
thorizid that number of Louis, Mo. Their services will a water system by damming a
sore Or tender gams.
Judge Ardery was elected to Julia Hogue Spencer, the at Lincoln, Nebraska.
teeth sensitive to touch - -pus in
ar enlistments as an au- be utilized in activating sk.hcol spring which flows out of a cave Commonwealth's Attorney for youngest daughter of the Rev. I. served as women's campaign the
gums—gumholls—all mean the
need attention or
You may
pry-pa redness quota.
squadrons and other work. above his house. Water flows by the 14th Judicial district in 1931 J. Spencer, pastor of the Cen- served as womens' campaign gums
lose your teeth.
enlisting for the Air Young men between the ages of gravity through a pipe into the and held that position until tral Christian church of Lexing- chairman and is the author of
K. 20 saves the teeth
ato
(
'
at.
ound units must have a 18 and 35 should call at the near- kitchen and bathroom. A septic Judge H. Church Ford was ele- ton, and Sallie Pendleton. They Volumes 1 and 2 of "Kentucky I
hool education or its est recruiting office to obtain tank sewage disposal also has vated to the Federal bench in have three sons, William B. Ard- Court and Other Records."
Drug Store
Walker's
nt, or else a journey- particulars about these fine been installed. County Agent
ating in a mechanical Army opportunities which will R. 13. Rankin says many Kenprobably be "snapped up" in no tucky farms could have similar
water systems.
time.
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ARE YOUR TEETH LOOSE
OR GUMS SORE?

raweekrivecouvy
Practical and Economical—
You Can Easily Install
It In 30 Seconds

STOCK UP NOW WITH
MAZDA BULBS
Mazda
sure to fit your lamps with
adequate
give
to
enough
big
ulbs
read,
light for easy seeing when you
study or sew.
REDDY KILOWATT

For only 210 a
month you can
burn a zoowatt Mazda
bulb two hours
every tveni,.,;

Especially Suitable for Bedroom, Bathroom,
Hall, Kitchen,Sunroom,Playroom. It Gives
a Beautiful Combination of Direct-Indirect
Illumination Free of Glare and Shadow.
This adaptor has an It-inch unbreakable textolite translucent plastic bowl, neatly decorated as
illustrated. The metal "neck" is white or ivory with
a grained finish. No wiring or tools needed for
installation. You simply screw it into a light socket
and it is ready for use.
At our low price, you can afford to use several
of these adaptors to modernize your home lighting
fixtures and make every room more attractive with
much improved illumination.

SO STOP IN TODAY AND BUY YOURS
See Your Dealer Also For Mazda Bulbs
and Modern Lighting Fixtures

See these and other great new features of
the BIGGEST FORD CAR EVER BUILT—
now on display in our showroom. When

you see what a value this 1941 Ford car
is you'll want to deal now. And what
a deal we're offering! Come in today!

MEADOWS MOTOR CO.
SALES 41,SERVICE
PRINCETON,KY.
PHONE 100

tirsday, Oct.3,
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,
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DEMO CHAIRMAN

CLAUDE'S
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Often Do Odd Jobs

young
Marian Baldwin,to
GaAmerican, is assistant movie
briel Pascal, British handiproducer. Production is
e
capped at present becaus
out
air raid alarms drown
love scenes.

Ki

LIPTON'S

TEA

1/4-lb. pkg.

21c

Mrs. Carol Harris, of Kansas
City, a professional picket,
started walking in front of a
jewelry store nearly two years
trudged more than
Dorothy Thomas tootles the ago. She's
miles, reads four books
solo oboe for the 65 - piece 2,500severa
l magazines a week,
Chicago Women's Symphony and
has lost 50 pounds.
Orchestra.

LIPTON'S TEA

8 in pkg.

Balls
HAND PACKED

Tomatoes 4 No 2 cans

Dole's Fancy Pineapple

tall can

GEMS

RITTER PORK and

1-lb. can

Beans

STRINGLESS GREEN

Beans

Chile Supper at McConnell's
new location on West Market. Sponsored by' the

25c
10c
5c

2 cakes

9c

McCaslin's
TOKAY

lb.

GRAPES
Extra Special Yellow

Onions

10-lb. bag

NANCY HALL SWEET

Potatoes

4pounds

CELLOPHANE BAG

5c

1.0C

15c

SOUP

2 cans

15c

15c

Raisins 2 15-oz. pkgs.

15c

10c

Big Boy Vegetable

HAWAIIAN CREAM

CAKES

lb.

COCOA BAR

COOKIES

lb.

lb.

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO

SEEDLESS

Soup 3 lg. tall cans

*p

4L&ftLh

10c

2-lb. pkg.

Marshmallows

gitva )

19c

15c

Cocoa

Merry Maids. We're saving
it-up
a bowl for YOU.

n=
Potatoes, No. 1 Cobblers 10
lb. 13c 100-lb. bag when packei 1•GU

2 No. 2 cans

PEERLESS

an
r/

9c

GAYLA TOILET

Veal Chuck Roast lb.

16c

Frankfurters

18c

BOLOGNA

•
IS
is

lb.

CHOPS

lb.

Sausage

14c
Foot Ifiest told

44.firad

lb. 1 OC
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Help Us Prevent

Rev. J. T. Spud'
the bridegroom, r
ring ceremony
in Fredonia.
e couple's only att
Mr. and Mrs. Ro
and Mr. Pool N
ton.
Newsom was gr
the local high se
the last 3 years has
obye of the lifaltins
r. Newsom, son of
Newsom, is the abl
manager of the H.
grocery'.
e couple has rece
ngalow in the H
re they will reside

FIRES
NEXT WEEK

OCTOBER 6-12
IS NATIONAL

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
kv.ay h
ut Out Lighted Matches kind Smokes Before You Throw ThemSmoke in
Matches Where Small Children Cannot Reach Them. Nmer
Barn, Attic, or in Bed
Mate
ernove Rubbish, Waste Paper and All Unnecessary Combustible
d In
Covere
Safely
a
in
Provide Metal Trash Cans. Burn Rubbish Only
erator.
They are
xamine All Stoves, Furnaces and Smoke Pipes to Make Sure
Needed
and Well Away from Wood or Other Burnable Materials. Have
at
Once.
pairs Made
are Ca
alue the Advice of Your Fire Chief, Who Says That Many Fire-.
lime all
by Defective Chimneys, Have These Cleaned Regularly and
fects Repaired.
heePill
scape the Danger of'Flamable Liquid Fires and Explosions by Send
Gasoline in the House and by Cleaning With Safe Liquids or
to the Cleaners.

Miss Dccie Overby
(1, Ohio, and Mr.
ool of the eastern
unty, were married
t in the home o
nod. Rev. Rudolph
single ring cer
The couple will res
ode farm in the
Lovers Club
The Book Lovers C
meeting of the
e of Mrs. Charl
Isidngton street, 1
y afternoon.
Mrs. ()addle, rece
ent, gave the
t's message.
, chairman of ye
, presented
Year's study co
The book of the a
'The Art of Living
llaurois, reviewed
Dins, Jr.
Following the pr.

Fire SdoPPing.b
ireproof Your Home as Far as Possible by Safe Roofing, Non-Co
mbusti
Hollow Walls, Partitions to Stop the Spread of Fire, and
Basement Ceiling.

29c

Get your Cremax Dishes while they last. More for your Money all the Time.
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stoves.' F1
each Every One in the Family to be Careful of Fires, to Watch
a
Start
Never
Day.
sh
Every
places, Etc., and to Remove all Rubbi
With Kerosene or Gasoline.
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VEAL

Street Damaged
Burning Leaves

the
, pastor of
.onho
Methodist Churc
'a
said the double
*Methodist Chur

Blown
otify The Kentucky Utilities of Electrical Trouble. Replatc
With New Ones-Not Pennies. Have Wiring Checked.

CUALITY MEATS'
Cut from Armour's star Veal

aggait
Oleras
atin
Costs w?r
482,000.

Burning leaves im
city streets here shouid
peel, according to as
ment by Mayor L. C.
Monday night's Coosa
ing. City Engineer p
Coliurn suggested to the
that streets were Iciad
aged by this practice,
Liman urged that les
destroyed ekewhere
damage inflicted to the
ment by the heat of street
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There was an attendance
h
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forty at Eddy
22.
Sept.
y,
Sunda
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Garrett
and children, Sylvia Wood, and
Thomas Allen, Lamasco, spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. S. J.
Italian 'House Chiefs'
Satterfield.
Keep Things Dark
Satter
Marvin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Creek,
Eddy
,
family
field and
ROME (.P)--a new
Mrs. Annie Johnson, Lamasco, 'Golden Goddess' is the name
tant duties, that of
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ah,
Paduc
s,
Mrs. Alice Rodger
Milgrim gives to this molded
and Mrs. J. I. Coleman, Eddy evening gown. The long bodice fabbricato," has been
Creek spent Sunday with Mr.
one man in each a
Is made of gold lame, and the
and Mrs. W. E. Martin.
house in Italy. His main
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Note
Mrs. Alice Rodgers, Paducah, draped turban matche
to shepherd fellow-ten
is visiting friends and relatives fitted hip-line.
air-raid shelters.
here.
The "capo fabbricat
Mrs. S. J. Satterfield and
y
children, Martha and Buddy, Junior and Patty, spent Monda "house chiefs", are re
afternoon with Mrs. Owen Mor- for seeing that no
spent Saturday in Princeton.
Miss Maredith and Miss Rob- ris.
at night. The gar
bie Reddick spent Sunday after- Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Jones spent visible
has reinforced their au
noon with Miss Virginia Bowie
Friday night and Saturday with making them "public
Satterfield.
while on duty.
Mrs. Gene Oliver and children, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones.
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Prompt Service Any Where
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Eddy Creek

Ruby Mercer, ex-opera singer, tames lions and tigers. She
always loved animals and
when Frank Buck opened his
animal trainers school for
girls she was the first applicant, now works at his
World's Fair show.
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Women In The News ...

Cattle Market is
Reported Steady

The cattle market here was
(Continued from Page 11
reported steady to a little slower
to launch their drive early this at Monday's sales at the Princemonth while Judge Ardery, gen • ton Livestock Corapany's yards,
erellaaime of the Democratic with 905 head selling aa follows:
forces, is known to favor a brief Long fed steers 0.50 to 10.50,
campaign featured by big rallies (none offered); Short fed steers,
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McCASLIN'S

nquire Before Buying a Fire Extinguisher, to be Sure of Getting the RI
Kind.
Rig a Sta
emember to Send in an Alarm Promptly, Before a Fire Gets to
ss(
Busine
or
ence
Resid
of
If Telephoning, Be Sure You Give Location
Doors to a Burning Room.
Bh1,1_1k,,
xplain to Every One What to Do In Case of Fires; How to Throw a to
ill
or Rug Around a Person Whose Clothes are on Fire; What Steps
to Extinguish a Small Blaze.
.g Th
ave Life and Property From Needless Destruction by Fire by KeePin
athan
Principles of Fire Prevention Always in Mind, and Never Take
With Fire.
IY

Fire May Mean Death in Your Family-Destruction of Your Home

Service Insurance Agency
Princeton
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TAMING AMY
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CARTOON and SE

keep three
planting them,
things in mind:
(1) Trees should be dug with a
good root-system. The larger
kinds are 16 to 20 inches long en
either side of the trunk. As soon
as they are dug, cover roots with
old sacks or blankets that have
Shrubs for Founda- been dampened.
tion and Scr e en (2) Dig the hole plenty :arge
Plantings Are Also to accomodate the root spread
ta
Stressed by Elliott naturally, and deep enough
permit setting the tree two inchPractically every farm in Ken- es deeper than it was growing
have a
tucky needs more trees, and a be:ore moved. Always
basin around the tree to collect
foundafor
shrubs
great many
and hold water. If the soil is
tion and screen plantings, ad- poor, bring in good soil from the
landscape
vises N. R. Bliott,
vegetable garden, or from fields
specialist for the Kentucky coll- where tobacco and corn have
ege of Agriculture. There are two been growing. It is not advisable
planting times, fall and early
to add manure or fertilizer to
spring, and fall generally is acthe soil when panting trees or
cepted as the better of the two.
Shrubs.
In making tree p'antings, keep
(3) As soon as the tree is dui,
in mind that there are three
the top by removing 10
prune
apsmall,
is
space
the
sizes. When
from the end of
inches
12
to
small
use
20,
proximately 20 by
never cut from
but
branch,
each
redand
trees such as dogwood
the main central stem. As soon
bud. If the size is something like
as the tree is planted, wrap from
30 by 40 use pinoaks and yello ar- lower branches to ground with
woods. Then for the largest
two or three thicknesses of old
space, use elm, red oak, white
newspapers or burlap, tied with
oak and black walnut.
Leave this on until it deFortunately, in nearly every string
cays and blows away, which will
can
farmers
Kentucky
of
section
be approximately two years. This
find good trees in the woods and
will protect the tree from injury
ideal
are
nearby streams. These
the sun.
by
the
Among
for larm planting.
Incidentally, E:liott adds, many
better kinds are tulip poplar,
people do not recognize kinds of
oaks, hard maples, sweet gum,
trees after the leaves fall. Theresour gum, black walnut, elms,
fore, they should go into the
dogwood, redbud and haws. In
woods or by the streams now,
and mark specimens to be moved after the frost has dropped
the leaves and the wood has
matured.
With regard to natural shrubs,
Most any child who takes this Elliott says Kentucky has a
tasty lanative once will welcome it splendid list. He names sumac,
the next time he's constipated and elderberry, wild current, wild
it has him headachy, cross, listless, hydrangia, wahoo, and buckwith bad breath, coated tongue or bush. These can be moved in the
little appetite.
fall and planted in groups, makSyrup of Black-Draught is a tasty ing good appearance and at
liquid companion to the famous times serving as screens, against
BLACK-DRAUGHT. The principal unsightly views. He suggests disingredient is the same in both tributing the plants one-half the
products; helps impart tone to lazy
distance apart that they grow
bowel muscles.
Use several plants of the
The Syrup's flavor appeals to tall.
most children, and, given by the same kind in groups or clumps.
••
simple directions, its action is
Pari-mutuel horse race betting
usually gentle, but thorough. Remember Syrup of Black-Draught machines were legalized in New
next time. Two sizes: 50c and 25c. York state Nov. 7, 1939.

Kentucky Farms
Need More Trees
Says Specialist

Scores Hit On Broadway

Fire Prevention
Week, Oct. 6-12
Here's a date to mark on your
calendar--October 6 to 12.
During that period, Fire Prevention Week will be observed
this year. And that week int%
something to idly notice, then
forget. Fire Prevention Week is
carried on for you and for all
the other peoide of this country.
It is carried on for your business, and every other man's business. It marks an intensive effort to awaken the American
people to the terrible waste fire
leaves behind it—and to show
how fire may be conquered.
Fire Prevention Week is far
more than usually important
this year. Today, largely due to
the rearmament drive, industrial production is on the upward curve, and is slated to go
rapidly higher as the drive gains
impetus. The record shows that
the danger of fire increases as
h at
production increases.
means that fire, if not controiled, can be a very real danger to
our defense plans. It takes an
intricate industrial machine to
make the weapons we need today—all the agencies of manufacture, transportation and assembly must work with the precision of pistons. One bad fire
in one key factory might delay
for months the production of
weapons which we sorely lack.
On top of that, special precautions must be taken against
the arsonist and the saboteur,
as our experience in other times
of crisis grimly proves. Authorities expect efforts to sabotage
the defense program and fire is
always regarded as a handy 'Nyepon by the purposeful destroyer.
Fire Prevention Week should
be observed by all of us—by
every man and woman able to
read and listen and learn. This
is one place where, young and
old, can be of great aid to the

A Gentle Laxative
Good For Children
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Carol Bruce .....Can hardly wait to get to Hollywood."
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Don't Let Jack Frost
Ketch You Napping...
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Our Fall line of Men's
and Boy's wool and
leather coats are here
Men's 32% wool Melto-Talon Fastener

$2.45
Men's all wool Jackets in Green, Maroon,
J
and fancy colors Slide fasteners, extra
warm,roomy.

Wool and part wool SWEATERS Light
weight for inside wear, extra heavy for
outside wear.
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4Sc S S1.48
Boy's Slipover & Coat Style SWEATERS
Novelty and Plain Weave

.41c to
ucy.swcci Jackets
Full Talon fastener, plain and novelty
Frots

$1.15 $2.50
Finkel's
Where Your $$$ Have More Cents

Farm Supply of
Food Important

MARY JANE HUBERT, a champion, found her way to health
via bowling after an accident
left her with a disabled leg.
national defense program. Do
your part!—(Hardin County Enterprise).

In studing farm •
Robertson county, the
ky Agricultural
Station found that the
food furnished the
the farm, at farm pre%
ed from el66 to 81.43,
equal to 22 per cent. to
an 59 percent another
farm families in the ate
pendent in a high devil
the production of an ale
ply of food for home
port of the study ismade
letin No. 405, 'Vanat
Farm Income and Farm
in Robertson County."
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Screen Test Answers
1. Marlene Dietrich popularized
trousers for women but she wears
'eni on the screen the first time in
"Seven Sinners." Her real narne is
Maria Magdalene von Losch Sieber.
2. Linda is it; Deanna IS.
3. "Down to the Sea in Ships," in
which Clara Bow bowed.
'

4. Probably, because F. Hugh
Herbert is a writer, no relation to
Hugh (Woo•Woo) H•rbert, the
comic.
5. (a) The gaffer's assistant, (b)
The gaffer is the chief electrician.
(c) Any electrician. Id) Anybody
objectionable — usually the producer.

"This Ain't No Time

(Continued from Page 3)

Kentucky Farm
News

TO BUNT"

Clark County Has
Cover Crop Month

A proclamation by County
Members of Anderson county
Agent Joe S. Lindsay that Sephomemakers' clubs have canned tember be cover crop
month,
a large amount of vegetables
and support of farmers, newsthis season. Many of them are
papers and business men, helpkeeping records of the amount
ed County Agent Enest L.
of Tood preserved, the value,
Janes in a cover crop drive in
and the amount consumed month
Clark county, Kentucky. The
by month.
goal was 100 per cent. of ad
In. Hart county where the totilled land in cover crops this
bacco crop has some spot burnfall and "Clark county the
ing, streak and mosiac, it is
greenest county in Kentucky."
found that farmers who sprayed
The paint industry slogan,
their plant beds, prepared land
"when you save the surface you
and cultivated according to imsave all," applies to the soil, deproved methods suffered less
clares County Agent Janes. Covdamage.
ver crops save the surface soil
Marshall county farmers rewashed away. These
cently held a tour to observe from being
are what he says cover crops do:
different varieties of corn, meleaching,
thee, of cultivation and mar- reduce erosion, reduce
provide feed, enrich the soil,
ketipg. They examined the root
and increase profits.
sYstbm of hybrid corn, and
found it larger and sturdier Edmonson county bought 16
than on ordinary open pollinated ewes and a purebred ram. The
corn..
first year the sheep paid for
About 300 people .attended the themselves and returned $20 in
Webster county homemakers' addition. Thi.s year Mr. Durbin
annual.carnivai. Each of the sold lambs for $154 and wool for
15 clubs gave a 'stunt, with $48.
the "cake walk" taking the
prize. Small fees resulted in a
substantial addition to t ho
treasury of the county association.
Rural electric meetings in
Ati4s^.•• fo.me
Johnson county resulted in 270
Poi•ow Q.
paid memberships in the coopRed Bugs
Insect bite. iNiadir
erative. Johnson, . Floyd a n ci
M•oequito Pit..
Pike counties are working to& burm
gether to get electricity. It Is
uvi
ie
tt
3` boils
t,.1
expected to have 100 miles o7
*4.otaasent Ulmer
line in Johnson soon.
Two years ago John Durbin of Walker's Drug Store

• • •
With most of the world engaged in another great war it's up to all of us to kei-T
the wheels of industry turnirtg, to keep
business humming both in the city and the
rural sections.
It will take potent advertising and merchandising to pay this nation's defense bill.
Local dealer-to-consumer advertising is
vital to the success of this American system.

A. P. ANTISEPTIC

IS GUARANTEED FOR

"This ain't no time to bunt." It's smashing extra base hits we need now! keep your
business humming by advertising consistently in ...

•

ATTENTION
FARMERS
We now have plenty Liquid Feed for
sale, between the hours of 7 A. M. and
2 P. M.

Sizes 6--12
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Homemakers Inspect
Remodeled Kitchens
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One hundred and fifteen
memof hornemakerie clubs tourbers
a and save.
ed Boone county farm
homes,
costs ahead for the
inspecting new or remodeled
menuand
w holesaler,
kitchens. Under the guidance
in- of Miss Mary
. invarobly mean
Hoodl Gillespie,
last
the
For
S.
home demonstration agent, And
retailers and whole- local club lenders, many
followed a hand-to- were made in kitchen& change.;
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ng policy. They have the last summer. Kitchens inu
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spected included those of Mrs.
.ar them to reverse Jake Cleek, Mrs. Bertha Conand
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rad, Mrs. Edward Peel and Mrs..
,ks in advance. Why. Hubert White.
are
s
dor bottleneck
Ninety-one women in Oldham
in the armament and county saw what had been done
manufacAries, and
to kitchens at the homes of
beginning to bid Mrs. A. N. Bottorff, Mrs. F.
i;h other for skilled C. Davis, Mrs. J. W. Hammond
is sending wages one and Mrs. Lowry Lewis. One of
production costs up. these kitchens was entirley new,
! anent is bidding for the others completely re-arrang!iel men previously ed or remodeled. Miss Lilah
sate industry. This is Hembree, Oldham county home
.31res a nd material demonstration agent, believes
Britain is buying at kitchens should be better equip,f two billion dollars ped in most homes.
is also sending
very little in the
',ire which indicates
it a rise in prices.
w on merchandise on
,!s' shelves will be
ihie than money in
Low inventories in
rising prices are a
iran] than high inventee as prices rise re, msts also advance.
or shortages actually
in some industries,
as may be hard to seward buying now
its to the merchants.
consumer the same
is true. Groceries,
!ad, rents are point: A well-stocked lardund to work to your adnow and save.

Lists Practices
in Firing Burley
-—
A new bulletin of the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station deiding with curiny
burley tobacco with artificial
heat lists the following practices which farmers consideree
important;
(1) Allowing the tobacco to
yellow a few days before starting fires; (2) firing slowly the
first few days; (3) avoiding too
intense heat by having enough
space between stoves and tobacco; (4) opening doors and ventilators to allow an outward
movement of moist air, and (5)
placing the fires so that a circulation of warm air reached all
parts of the barn.

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at the

HE

ENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

Right.Food Slows
UP Aging Process
Gray hair, falae teeth, bow
legs and the lack-lustre eye?
Farm people p(sitively need not
Survey in Kentucky
suffer from many of the ills beShows Highway
setting most of mankind, or not
until a late date, anyway, if
Deaths on Increase
information received at t h e
Kentucky College of AgriculChicago, Sept. 24—Increases
ture is correct.
in liquor consurniation throughFor instance — Experiments
out the United States wag bleat.
being perfonmed at various ined today for increeees in autostitutiona indicate that before
mobile accident deaths, by
long gray hair may be prevented
Ey some factor of the Vitamin-11
Charles R. Jones, Executive
Complex. Liver, green fruits or
Vice President of the American
vegetables, milk, eggs, etc.,
Business Men's Research Founhave some of it, so don't let the
dation. "In Kentucky," said Mr.,
technical terms interfere.
Jones, "There were 259 automoNow false teeth can be caused
bile deaths in the first six
from a lot of things, ranging
months of this year as against
from too -many soft foqds to be231 than for the same period in
ing kicked by a mule. However,
1939, an increase of twentyif the, farmer has easy access to
eight."
lettuce and other green vegeMr. Jones explained that for
tables, and if he uses them daily
several weeks, the Foundation
probably he wmil hang on to his
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in all the states to learn effects
likes
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time.
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Kentucky Highway Patrol, for
fed. Milk and cheese are even
the firat six months of this
more useful in this respect.
year," said Mr. Jones, "reads,
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'Red's A Regular Fellow—Tomboy Of The First Water'
done
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it. This is sheer and preventable
Associated Press Feature Service
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said Tuesday convicitions had
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of their
on the complete renovation and remodeling
installation of the
Department Store--and on the
modern

Fluorescent Lighting System
Fluorescent method
Let us tell you about this modern
of Lighting
STORE
THE BEST FOR YOUR
V1I'Vd1
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The Coca-Cola Dottlino Co.
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Vaccinated Pigs
Go To Market
Dead Pigs Stay at
Home
Now Is the time to vaccinate
against CHOLERA. It will cost
only a few cents per pig if you
buy your U. EL TESTED SERUM
AND VIRUS from DAWSON'S. A
complete stock under refrigeration at all times Syringes, needles, bacteria and All,anitnal Vaccines.

Dawson's Drug Store

NEW D-X Motor Fuel gives X-trn
mad performance — extra speed,
power, mileage,. Yet, with higher
anti-knock plus upper-cylinder lubrication, D-X e011111
you no more than
nationnlly advertised
regular gasoline*.

X-TRA ROAD PE,RFORMANCE
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
a tankful of NEW D-X on•
inoney-back guarantee—at your
Diamond D-X dealer's. Try Ill
MID.CONTINENT PFITtOLEIJM
CORPORATION

A 0,

-.oral Committee
Named to Gu ard
Against Columnists
A National Defense Committee which will carry out in
Prince-ten the general program
of the S00,000 members of the
Benevoliett and Protective Order of Elks throughout the nation. nee announced this week
by John F. Loftus, Jr., exalted
"WEE of Princeton Lodge No.
Ill& Those seamed: Hearne Harrelson, chairman; B. M. Stone,
William E. Jones, E. H. Walker and John Mahan.
The Ellc,s' program, here and
nationally, includes teaching
and upholding. Americanism and
the democratic form of government, to discover and report
and
subversive
treasonable,
fifth column activities and to
mist in the physical developneat of the youth of the coun-

AP Feature Service
IF SOMEONE would only yell
I that warning before projects
like these got well under way,
America's annual $300,000,000
bill for fires would be cut down
appreciably. These are a few of
the ways in which fires frequently get off to a bad start.

57Appointment of the Princeton
I.lks committee came simuitaacously with similar action by
exalted eiders of more than
1400 other cities in the nation,
Mr. Loftus said, the entire
Elira organization pledging its
aid in the defense program of
the nation.

Pennyroyal Fair is
On at Hopkinsville

Local Agencies Join
in National Drive to
Curb Losses

Annual Agricultural
Event Has Variety
of Shows
Hopkinaville will,be host this
week, October 3, 4 and 5, to visitors attending the annual Pennyroyal Agriculture Fair, to be
held in the McConnell Burley
Floor building, off W. Seventh
street.
No entry fees will be charged
in the various events, which include competitions for beef cattle, dairy cattle, sheep, swine,
poultry, farm products (corn,
other grains, field seed, hay,
etc.), burley tobacco, garden
and horticultural products, 4-H
Club, boys' and girls' divisions;
Future Farmers, heavy mules
and horses, and numerous classes in the women's division including clothing, canning, precrying, bread, cake, candy, piee.,
quilts, bed spreads and miscel-

With a proclamation by President Roosevelt calling attention
to the annual national observance of Fire Prevention Week,
local insurance agencies, aided
by State and nation organizations business of which is to
prevent fires, are seeking to
arouse public interest in Princeton and throughout Caldwell
county in this event.
Literatureewill he sent to the
schools for distribution to'every
child and thence to every home
directing attention to importance of removing fire hazards
and to practices which will prevent losses of life and property.
A reprentative of the Kentucky Fire Underwriters Association will address the Princeton Rotary and Kiwanis clubs
on fire prevention at meetings
of these organizations next
week, posters will be displayed
prominently throughout the city
and an effort made to enlist
public aid in making homes and
places of business less subject to
fire damage.
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Complimenting Goldnamers on
Their Great Reopening Featuring

A. B. Sudhoff & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio

Presbyterian Elders
Meet Here Friday

Dark Leaf Quotas
For 1941 to Suffer
Big Cut,Graham Says

The Central Presbyterian
Church of Princeton will be
host Friday, Oct. 4, to the
Princeton Presbytery's institute
for ruling elders. Purpose is
training of ruling elders of the
church in Christian education.
Ruling Elder C. Claude Ashby,
Hopkinsville, will preside at the
afternoon and night sessions
which begin at 4 o'clock and adjourn at 9:30.
Dr. E. P. Westphal, Philadelphia, Pa., director of adult education and men's work, will
make two addresses, afternoon
and night. Other speakers will
be: Ruling Elder C. Eberly Davis, Sturgis and the Rev. Howell M. Forgy, Murray. Dinner
will be served at 6 o'clock.

Dark tobacco marketing quotas for 1941 allotments will
probably be materially reduced,
County Agent J. F. Graham advised Caldwell county farmers
this week. Mr. Graham said
AAA authorities have stated the
European situation is such that
very little tobacco can be expected to move in the export
channels of trade, which makes
it necessary the 1941 crop be materially reduced.

T. B. MeCormell, Jr., son of
Rep- T. B. McConnell, suffered
fractured collar bone, and
Rabort Earl Martin, Butler High
aeltseerl student, sustained a severe head laceration when a car
in which trImy were riding over'armed, Thursday night, Sept.
on .Hopkinsville street.
her occupants of the car, who
rived only slight injuries,
re Alf' Weeks, Junior Lewis
I Buddy Childress, high school
_idents. The driver, Joe Weeks,
sad Me bud control of the car
eller when steam and water from
the radiator bliaded him momentarily_

Ibleseliante of Princeton and
Caldwell coonty who. have not
prwetrivgi their State occupational licenses should do so at
anew. County Court Clerk Philip
fitieipens said. Tuesday. Mr. Stevens did not &adage the number
of persons who had not paid
this fee but urged immediate
netiMaTI compliance with a
"hive by the State Department
sr Revenue.

Public Asked to Aid
In Fire Prevention

'mow division.
Pitertainanent features will
nclude Gtober and his Kentuetans, square dancing, amateur
animal, style show, Brown
unty Revelers. A parade will
pen Thursday afternoon's pre
ram and horse, mule, ahem)
nd cattle showli will be fea-

Quail Received by
State Division

Cleausimig clothes
mablu

with
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Frankfort, Oct. 2—The Division of Game and Fish has already begun receiving Bob
White Quail which have been
purchased within the state according to a statement issued
today by S. A. Wakefield, Assistant Director.
"These birds will be placed in
holding pens at various points
in the state," Wakefield explained, "and will be held there
until next spring when they
will be liberated along with
thousands of' additional birch
which will be purchased at the
time of liberation."
"We plan to hold, at our quail
retaining stations, approximately 15,000 quail during the winter," Wakefield stated.

MII!'!TARY motifs appealpd
often in the silk parade of fall
fashions. This black crepe day
dress has gold military frogs.
Wig hat of plumes.

Dotson Gridders to
Open Season Friday
Dotson High School will open
it's 1940 football season at Bowling Green Friday afternoon,
Oct. 4. The season schedule for
the Dotson gridders is not completed but several games are
contemplated.

Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with the Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rale.
HELM'S HATCH-FAY, Princeton,
will be culling free of charge
Oct. 30 - Nov. 1st. Those desiring
to furnish hatching eggs should
notify
confine their flocks,
4t-p.
Helm.
Battery charging, 50c. Firstclass auto repairing. All work
guaranteed. Teade where your
1$ goes the farthest. Best trades
in used cars in town. PRINCETON AUTO SALLES. "On the
Square". Phone Si. Chrysler &
4t-p.
Plymouth.

Farineraville Woman
In Hopkinsville Hospital
FOR SALE—Clean seed wheat.
Mrs. Harriet Farley, FarmersCongress granted a charter to See or Call Harold McGowan.
2t-p.
ville, was taken to the JennY the American Red Cross in 1905. Phone 206M
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville,
Monday, Sept. 31. after suffering a dislocated shoulder in a
hard fall at her home. Dr. Pat
Morse accompanied Mrs. Farley
to the hospital and Dr. Gant
Gaither treated the patient,
who is improving steadily.

PLO\V ALL DAY

Wall IDaper
The Sale You Have Been Waiting For
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"Retonga Promptly Relieved ,
Several Months Of Misery,"
Declares Sam Rodgers. Gives

am Advises
mers to Orner
sphate at Once

Apple Butter, Goodwin 2 38-oz. jars 25c
29c
Tomato Juice, Iona 4 tall cans

PEACHES Ii.CC:m21- 25c
z

Doughnuts, Jane Parker doz.
COCOA,Iona 2-lb. can

Soda Crackers Ham ptons 2-lb. box
Tuna Flakes, Sultana, can

15f
Ile

MEAT
Pure Pork Sausage lb.
Sliced All Good Bacon lb.
Bologna or Franks lb.
Smoked Jowl Butts lb.
Fresh Pork Shoulder Roast lb.

PLENTY OF CHEAP PAPERS
DESIGNS FOR ALL ROOMS
REGULAR VALUES TO 15c

NN,%%%%% •••••••••••,.

Grateful acclaim of Retonga
becomes greater daily as more
well-known men and women find
happy relief for harassing symptoms of sluggish elimination,
lost appetite and insufficientI
flow of gastric juices in the
stomach. Among hundreds praising Retonga is Mr. Sam Rodgers, derful relief. My elimination bewidely known owner of Preston-I
came better, the pains in my
vine, and a native of Grant
muscles are relieved, I sleep
County.
"Retenga saved the day for sound and I eat three hearty
me" declared Mr. Rodgers. 'I had meals again without distress and
constipation bad, I lost my appe- as a result I can plow steady
tite and there did not seem to all day now. Retonga Ls the most
be enough gastric juices in my wonderful medicine-I ever tried."
Retonga is a purely vegetable
stomach to take care of what I
did eat. As a result I suffered gastric tonic, intended to inwith indigestian. I seldom felt crease the flow of gastric Juices
hungry, I lost seventeen pounds In the stomach, and aid nature
and I felt too weak and nervous in removing toxic wastes from
the bowels. Get Retonga today
to work.
"Retonga soon gave me won- at Dawson's Drug Store.—Adv.

1SVILLE, Ky. (IP) —
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•
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Facts
OVER 350 DIFFERENT PATTERNS
MORE THAN 30,000 ROLLS IN STOCK

hate for fall use is no
received, under provisio
1941 ACP, County Age
Graham announced Mo
gesting that farmers d
this fertilizer place orde
tely.
County Agent's office h
advised these shipmen
me forward rapidly a
practically all will be
nt phosphate, 240 poun
'ch being delivered 1
100 pounds of triple ph
ordered.
soil building practices
to the 1941 progr
be carried out by June

TOKAY GRAPES
ORANGES,PURE GOLD
HEAD LETTUCE,2. . HEADS
12 QUART MICHIGAN GRAPES
KRAUT CABBAGE, 50-pound bag

pound 05c
dozen 19c
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